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Photonic Hall effect of inactive Mie scatterers in a Faraday active matrix
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We describe an experimental study of the photonic Hall effect in media consisting of a magneto-optically
active matrix and magneto-optically inert Mie scatterers. We call such media reversed with respect to the
normal media having magneto-optically active Mie scatterers in inert matrices in which the photonic Hall
effect has been studied so far. We show the photonic Hall effect in reversed media to be proportional toVBl * ,
whereV is the Verdet constant of the matrix,l * the transport mean free path of the liquid, andB the applied
magnetic field. We further propose an empirical expression that unifies the results obtained in normal and
reversed media and present a simple analytic model to illustrate the photonic Hall effect.

PACS number~s!: 42.25.Bs, 42.68.Mj
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Recently it was shown both theoretically@1,2# and experi-
mentally @3,4# that light diffusing in a disordered medium
subject to a magnetic field can show behavior that bea
strong phenomenological resemblance to the well-kno
solid-state electronic magnetotransport effects@5#. In particu-
lar, the electronic Hall effect and magnetoresistance w
found to have photonic analogs. There is, however, an
portant conceptual difference. The origin of the electro
effects lies in the Lorentz force that causes a deflection of
electron trajectories between scattering events. On the o
hand, most of the photonic counterparts considered so
find their origin in the magnetically induced changes of t
optical properties of the scatterers and no magnetic-field
fluence occurs on light propagation between scatterers. H
we present experiments on the photonic Hall effect in
versed media, i.e., in media consisting of scatterers with n
ligible magneto-optical activity embedded in a matrix that
magneto-optically active. As the influence of an exter
magnetic field on the photon propagation now mainly occ
in the matrix between the scatterers, light diffusion in suc
medium constitutes a closer analogy to diffusive electro
magnetotransport. In the following we shall briefly sket
the theoretical background~Sec. I!, we then present our ex
perimental results~Sec. II! followed by a discussion~Sec.
III !, and finally we describe a simple model to illustrate t
effect ~Sec. IV!.

I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Maxwell’s equations plus the known magneto-optical m
terial parameters in principle offer the possibility to exac
calculate the effect of a magnetic field on the diffusion
light in strongly disordered media. In practice this is, ho
ever, completely impossible, and theoretical simplificatio
have to be made, as was first done in Refs.@1# and @2#.
Recently, the photonic Hall effect was calculated for mag
toactive Mie particles@6# providing support for the experi
ments reported in Ref.@3#. The effect of a static magneti
field B on the optical properties of an isotropic nonabsorb
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/2840~6!/$15.00
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medium is described by the refractive index tensor n~B!,
given up to first order inB by @7#

ni j ~B!5nd i j 1 i
V

k
e i jkBk , ~1!

wherek is the vacuum wave vector andn is the refractive
index of the medium. The Verdet constantV determines the
strength of magnetic circular birefringence~Faraday effect!.
Our present experiment deals with scatterers made
magneto-optically inactive (Vs'0) material with refractive
indexns . They are randomly distributed with a volume fra
tion f in an isotropic matrix with refractive indexnm and
VmÞ0. If the transport mean free path of the lightl * is
much smaller than the geometrical dimensions of the sca
ing ensemble, the propagation of light is diffuse and can
characterized by a second-rank diffusion tensorDi j relating
the diffuse photon flux density to the gradient of the phot
density. This tensor can be expressed as@2#

Di j ~B!5D0d i j 1DHe i jkBk1DD'~B2d i j 2BiBj !

1DD iBiBj , ~2!

where D0 describes conventional isotropic diffusion,DH
magnetotransverse diffusion, andDD',i magnetoresistance
observable in transmission perpendicular and parallel to
magnetic field, respectively. The magnetic-field depende
of the refractive index of the matrix is responsible for t
magnetic-field dependence of this diffusion tensor. The e
tence of the Hall-type termDH and of the magnetoresistanc
term DD' have been verified experimentally for the case
magnetoactive scatterers in an inert matrix@3,4#.

In our previous work it was found that the effect of th
magnetic field on the diffusion of light can be described
the dimensionless parameterVBl * @8#. In large magnetic
fields, the parameterVBl * can approach unity@9#, but all
our experiments obeyVBl * !1. The quantityVBl * deter-
mines the average number of~Faraday! rotations of the elec-
tric polarization vector of the photons between subsequ
scattering events. The same parameter was seen to be im
tant for the suppression of coherent backscattering in m
netic fields, both experimentally@9,10# and numerically@11#.
2840 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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An analogous situation occurs in diffusive electronic mag
totransport. There, the magnetic-field effect is determined
the dimensionless parametervct, wherevc is the cyclotron
frequency andt the scattering time. This equals the avera
number of cyclotron orbits that an electron completes
tween two scattering events. Simple free-electron mod
show that the resulting Hall angle is proportional tovct and
that the longitudinal electronic magnetoresistance is prop
tional to (vct)2 @5#. Also in the case of the Beenakke
Senftleben effect@12#, i.e., the magnetic-field dependence
the thermal conductivity of gases, an analogous param
has been established, namely the number of spin preces
between molecular collisions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experimental observation of the photonic Hall
fect in reversed media, a matrix with a large Verdet const
V is required. This can be found in materials containing la
concentrations of paramagnetic rare-earth ions such as C31

or Dy31. In such materials,V is negative and inversely pro
portional to temperature. Its absolute value can thus be
ther increased by cooling. Furthermore, the matrix should
amorphous, isotropic, and nonabsorbing. We have found
different matrices that fulfill all these requirements: a sa
rated aqueous dysprosium chloride solution and a dys
sium nitrate glass. The solution was prepared by dissolv
1.8 g/ml DyCl3•6H2O in water. This solution is transparen
apart from a few narrow and weak 4f -4 f transitions of the
Dy31 ion. The present measurements were done far fr
these absorption bands. The refractive indexnm(sol) of the
solution was found to be 1.44 at a wavelength of 457 n
The Verdet constant at this wavelength is290 rad/T m at
77 K. The nitrate glass was prepared by melting a mixture
Dy(NO3)3•5H2O and DyCl3•6H2O ~10:1 wt/wt! at 420 K,
followed by rapid cooling to room temperature, upon whi
a clear, stable glass is obtained. Its refractive indexnm
~glass! was found to be 1.53 at 457 nm and its Verdet co
stant is259 rad/T m at 300 K. Scattering samples were p
pared by adding Al2O3 particles to the matrix. The refractiv
index ns of these particles is 1.77 at 457 nm. Their avera
diameter was 1mm with a 50% size dispersion, puttin
them in the Mie regime. Scatterer volume fractionf ranged
between 0.01 and 0.1, which means that we deal with di
samples. The transport mean free pathl * of the light in
these scattering media has been determined by meas
their optical transmissionT by means of an integrating
sphere and usingT51.6l * /L, whereL is the sample thick-
ness@15#. Figure 1 showsl * as a function off 21 for the
solution samples, confirming the expected behavior for dil
samples.

The photonic Hall effect was measured by phase-sens
detection of the magnetically induced changes in the dif
ence between the light intensities scattered to the left- an
the right-hand side of the magnetic field~see Fig. 2!. Mono-
chromatic illumination at 457 nm was provided by an argo
ion laser and guided to the sample by an optical fiber~diam-
eter 1 mm, numerical aperture 0.5!. The light incident on the
sample was unpolarized. The scattered light was collec
again by optical fibers~same type! and measured with silicon
photodiodes. An alternating magnetic fieldB(t)5B cosVt
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with B'1 T and V'30 Hz was applied perpendicular t
the illuminating and collecting light guides. Samples we
cylindrical, with the axis parallel to the illuminating fibe
and with a diameter of 1 mm and a length of 1.5 mm. In t
way, the magnetotransverse photon fluxDI'[I L2I R is ob-
tained which is then normalized by the transversely scatte
intensityI'[(I L1I R). This ratio is proportional to the ratio
of the magnetotransverse and normal diffusion coefficie
given in Eq. ~2!, and can be considered to be a photon
analogon of the Hall angle in electronic magnetotransp
Figure 3 shows thatDI' /I' depends linearly on the mag
netic field which leads us to define aB-normalized photonic
Hall angle byh[DI' /(I'B). This quantity is a character
istic for any given scattering sample.We found that the s
of the photonic Hall effect in reversed media with a pa
magnetic matrix (Vm,0) is the same as the one obtained f
normal media with paramagnetic scatterers (Vs,0). The
temperature dependence implied by Fig. 3 is explici
shown in Fig. 4. As the only temperature-dependent par
eter in the scattering process is the Verdet constanV

FIG. 1. Transport mean free pathl * as a function of the inverse
volume fraction of scatterersf for the solution samples atl
5457 nm. The straight line is meant to guide the eye.

FIG. 2. Schematic setup of the photonic Hall effect measu
ment: The sample~s! is situated in an alternating magnetic fiel
The light scattered perpendicular to both the incident light be
and the magnetic field is detected by two photodiodes~pd!. The
magnetotransverse photon fluxDI'5I R2I L is detected with a
lock-in amplifier.
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}T21, the observed linear dependence on the inverse t
perature confirms the linear relation between the normali
photonic Hall angle and the Verdet constant.

The effect of scatterer concentration on the photonic H
angle is shown in Fig. 5 for both solution and glass samp
In view of the small scatterer concentrationsf in all the
samples, the effective Verdet constant of the mediumVeff
'(12 f )Vm can be considered the same for the sample
each of these curves whereas the scattering mean free
l * being proportional to 1/f changes considerably. The tw
curves in Fig. 5 are very similar; upon decreasing the s
terer volume fraction, an increase in the normalized photo
Hall angle is observed, until at a low volume fraction t
photonic Hall angle decreases and even changes sign. I
multiple scattering regime@i.e., for f *0.02 in Fig. 5~a! and
f *0.05 in Fig. 5~b!, respectively#, this curve reveals a linea
dependence of the photonic Hall angle on the mean free
in the samples. Figure 6 explicitly shows the linear dep
dence on the transport mean free path in this regime. T
does not hold any longer when the volume fractions
smaller, i.e., when the transport mean free path beco
comparable to the size of the sample. For the single sca
ing regime at very low volume fractions, the sign of th

FIG. 3. Normalized magnetotransverse photon flux as a func
of magnetic-field amplitude for a solution sample withf 50.042 at
two temperatures. Straight lines are fits through the origin.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of theB-normalized photonic
Hall angleh for a solution sample withf 50.042. The straight line
is a fit through the origin.
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magnetotransverse photon flux is opposite~Fig. 5!. Since the
refractive index difference between scatterer and matrix
smaller for the glass samples and therefore the same tr
port mean free path corresponds to higher scatterer con
trations, this turnover occurs at higherf in the glass samples
@Fig. 5~a!# than in the solution samples@Fig. 5~b!#.

III. DISCUSSION

The change of sign of the magnetotransverse photon
between the multiple and the single scattering regime~Fig.
5! is quite remarkable.~In the single scattering regime, on
should speak about the magnetotransverse photon flux
not about a photonic Hall effect as there is no diffuse pho
transport in this regime.! This change of sign was not foun

n

FIG. 5. Normalized photonic Hall angleh as a function of scat-
terer volume fractionf for solution samples at 77 K~top panel! and
glass samples at 300 K~bottom panel!. At the very left, one is in the
single scattering regime; the multiple scattering regime begin
about the maximum of each curve.

FIG. 6. Normalized photonic Hall angleh as a function of the
transport mean free pathl * for solution samples at 77 K in the
multiple scattering regime.
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in previous measurements in normal media@3#, and theory
does not predict it either for normal media@6#. Why it occurs
in reversed media is not yet well understood. In any cas
seems clear that for volume fractions aroundf '0.5, there is
no meaning in differentiating between scatterers and ma
and the photonic Hall angle should have the same sign
both normal and reversed media. This is in agreement w
the fact that for the higher volume fractions we got the sa
sign as in normal media.

In the multiple scattering regime, the photonic Hall effe
was found proportional to the transport mean free pathl *
~Fig. 6!. In the last part of this paper, we will describe
simple model for the photonic Hall effect in reversed med
In this model, the photonic Hall effect is due to a magne
cally induced change of interference between photons
have traveled different paths in the magneto-optically ac
matrix around the scatterers. In this respect, the model
reversed media is different from a similar model that h
been proposed for the photonic Hall effect in normal me
and where the photonic Hall effect is only due to a magn
cally induced change in the scattering cross section of
individual scatterers@14#. From the model for reversed me
dia, we assume aVBl * dependence of the photonic Ha
effect, which is in accordance with our experimental resu

The observation of the photonic Hall effect in revers
media further strengthens the phenomenological analogy
tween photonic and electronic magnetotransport. The
versed medium is mathematically more difficult to hand
and no theoretical description of diffusive photon transpor
yet available. Intuitively, it will be clear that the photon
Hall effect in normal and reversed media should be rela
For normal media, it has been proposed@3,8# that the photo-
nic Hall angle may be proportional toVeffBl * , whereVeff
5 f Vs . We emphasize that this formula is not theoretica
confirmed but is a phenomenological description of exp
mental results. Above, we have shown that for reversed
dia DI' /I'}VmBl * . In order to give a unified descriptio
of these results, we propose an empirical expression for
bitrary two-component media in the multiple scattering
gime:

h5N@ f Vs1~12 f !Vm#l * , ~3!

whereN is a numerical factor that depends on the shape
the sample and the size of the scatterers andf Vs1(1
2 f )Vm is the effective Verdet constant of the scattering m
dium as a whole. Note that for the experiments describe
this paper, the dependence ofh on the scatterer fractionf
~Fig. 5! only reflects its dependence onl * ~Fig. 6! and no
direct influence off on h has been found. But as (12 f )
'1 in all these experiments, our results are still prope
described by Eq.~3!. Furthermore, all measurements done
far dealt with media where the refractive indices of scatte
and matrix were similar, i.e.,um21u,1. Outside this region
the behavior of the photonic Hall effect might be much mo
complicated. For the reversed solution samples studied h
we find N5(562)31023, and for normal samples consis
ing of Faraday active CeF3 Mie scatterers in an inert matri
in the same geometry and at the same wavelength, it
been foundN5(462)31023 @16,3#. These values agre
it
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within their error bars and all experimental results obtain
so far may phenomenologically be described by Eq.~3!.

IV. A SIMPLE MODEL

A basic understanding of the reversed photonic Hall eff
can be found by considering the scattering cross sectio
one and two Rayleigh scatterers, respectively, embedded
magneto-optical active matrix. An analogous model has
ready been considered for the normal case of magnetoa
scatterers in passive matrices@14#. We emphasize that this i
a very simple model for what happens in multiple scatter
and that it can only be regarded as an instructive illustrat
of the effect. Let us first treat the case of one scatterer at
origin. R is the distance from the particle and we assume t
kR@1 ~far field! and we will only deal with contributions in
first order of B. In the Born approximation, the scatterin
matrix T just equals the potential U5(nm

2 2ns
2)

3(v2/c2) 4
3 pa3, wherea is the scatterer diameter@13#. We

approximate this by a constant potentialU, which means that
we neglect the influence of the magnetic field on the scat
ing processes, which is of the order ofVB/k @cf. Eq. ~1!#.
The influence of the magnetic field will only be taken in
account for the propagation of the scattered light in the F
aday active medium as was done in Ref.@11#. The scattering
amplitude for one scatterer is proportional to

s~gin ,k→gout,k8!}gin* ~k!•UG•gout~k8!R, ~4!

wherek,k8 are the wave vectors of the ingoing and outgoi
wave, gin ,gout are their polarization vectors, andG is the
Green function for the Faraday active medium@2#:
G(k,p,B)5@k2I1mF2Dp#21 with F[ i («•B̂), where« is
the third-rank antisymmetric Le´vi-Civita tensor, andm
52VBk. Dp projects upon the transverse plane perpendi
lar to the momentump. In real space and forVBR,1 and
kR@1, G may be written as

G~k,R,B!5G0~k,R!1dG~k,R,B!1O~B2! ~5!

with G052DR(eikr /4pR) and dG52(eikR/8p i )2VB@F

2F•R̂R̂2R̂R̂•F1( i /kR)(DRF1FDR)#. The unpolarized
differential cross section is obtained by summing over
different directions of polarization:

ds

dV
~k→k8!}

1

2 (
gin

(
gout

us~gin ,k→gout,k8!u2. ~6!

With Eqs. ~4!–~6! one obtains the differential cross se
tion of one Rayleigh scatterer in a magneto-optical act
matrix for k21!R!(VB)21:

ds

dV
~k→k8!}U2@11~k•k8!212~VBR!~k•k8!k8•~k3B̂!#.

~7!

Note that the magneto-cross-section depends onVBR. As
VBR@VB/k, this is ana posteriori justification of the ne-
glect of theVB/k term in the potentialU. The dependence o
the magneto-cross-section on the distanceR from the scat-
terer is somehow surprising. It reflects the fact that the m
netic field acts on the scattered light during all its propa
tion in the Faraday active medium. As the abo
considerations are only valid forVBR!1, this does not
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mean that the differential scattering cross section would
ther increase with the distance. The cross section of Eq.~7! is
plotted in Fig. 7. Due to its symmetry, the integrals over t
light scattered to the left- and to the right-hand side of
magnetic field are equal. This means that for one single R
leigh scatterer in a magneto-optical active medium, no
magnetotransverse light flux exists.

However, the situation is different for two Rayleigh sca
ters. Let us assume them positioned atR1,256x/2. The in-
cident wave vectork shall be along the interparticle axis an
perpendicular to the magnetic fieldB. Because ofB'k, the
incident light wave does not suffer a magneto-phase-s
due to Faraday rotation between the two scatterers. If
mutual separation between the two scatterers well exce
the wavelength, the two scattering amplitudes simply a
coherently. As a consequence, the scattering cross sectio
the two particles is found to equal the one-particle cross s
tion of Eq. ~7! multiplied by an interference factorI (k,k8)
5@ei (k2k8)•x1e2 i (k2k8)•x#2. This factor changes the angula
profile of the scattering cross section~cf. Fig. 8! and leads to
a net magnetotransverse light flux, i.e., to a photonic H
effect, proportional toVBR.

This very simple model suggests that the photonic H
effect for reversed media is due to the influence of the m
netic field on the interference between different light pat
We might assume that in the case of multiple scattering,
VBR dependence of the photonic Hall effect onR is trans-

FIG. 7. Polar plot~arb. units! of the differential scattering cros
section for one Rayleigh scatterer in the magneto-optical active
trix @cf. Eq. 7#. The wave vectork of the incident wave is suppose
to be along the vertical axis. The dotted line corresponds toB
50. With a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the dra
ing, the cross section gets tilted~solid line! but the integrals over al
light scattered to the right and to the left remain equal. So no
magnetotransverse scattering is expected. For better illustration
parameters were exaggerated:VBR51.
n

ys
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e
e
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et
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e
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for
c-

ll
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.
e

formed into aVBl * dependence on the transport mean fr
path because in multiple scatteringl * is a measure for the
distance after which the information about the initial dire
tion of the light has been lost. This is in agreement with o
observations.

In conclusion, we have described our observations of
photonic Hall effect in scattering media where the magne
optical component is the matrix. For these reversed me
our observations exhibit a photonic Hall angle proportion
to VmBl * . The results of the photonic Hall effect in norm
and in reversed media were compared and we have prop
an empirical expression that interpolates the results obta
for the two cases. Finally, we have illustrated the basic ph
ics underlying the reversed photonic Hall effect using
simple analytic model.
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FIG. 8. Polar plot~arb. units! of the differential scattering cros
section for two Rayleigh scatterers in distancex aligned on the
vertical axis and in a magneto-optical active surrounding. The w
vectork of the incident wave is supposed to be along the verti
axis and a magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of the dr
ing. In this case more light is scattered to the right than to the
and a net magnetotransverse scattering is expected. If there we
magnetic field, the cross section would not be tilted and the sa
amount of light would be scattered to the left and to the right. F
better illustration, the parameters were exaggerated:VBR51; kx
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